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Social Darwinism

The singular impact of Darwin in fields other than biology
can be attributed largely to one man, Herbert Spencer (18201903). -Tt wfl5=i
, not Darwin, who coined the expression
"survival of the fittest." Although neglected today except by
hisT5iT:aSs''"o^
century thought, Spencer's influence
on his own time was so great that Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes
was able to wonder if "any writer of English except Darwin has
done so much to affect our whole way of thinking about the uni
verse." Herbert Spencer was born into a traditionally noncon
formist English famIT^r~of~mbaesT meansl
He refused a univ"ersity
^-giducation and trained for a career as a civil engineer. He was
employed first as an engineer and later as an editor of the
Economist, a publication advocating free trade. By 1853
major ideas were fixed and he spent his remaining years system
atizing and propounding them.
Spencer's rise as an influential philosopher and social
scientist can be matched only by his decline. In the United
States, where he was accepted with the least reserve, well over
350,000 of his philosophical and sociological treatises were
sold between 1860 and 1903. Lionized during much of his life
time, he outlived his vogue. Before his death he witnessed a
merciless attack against his philosophy by major figures in all
areas of scholarly thought. Despite the number and strength of
his detractors, however, Spencer's ideas have so deeply and
lastingly pervaded the Amel:^can scene~~niaT they c.a,n sl^iLlJLJjg
•read or''^ard'Tnopinions oT manFliewspaper editjailalg, the
appeals of "advertisersexfiortatio^s
politicians,
and the personal philosophy of many businessmen and plain citi
zens.
SLOCial Darwinism can be HisfrihAri as the attempt
expand
Darwin's theory oi ^E^logicai evolution into a cosmic philo.^pphy
"Vased
+
« Mnivf^vsal and scientific law. Darwin
was more cautious than most of hisfollowers and Gia not attempt
to explain the universe in terms of evolution.
however,
traveled far beyond Darwin's theories dealing with the biological structure of species and individuals. He arguej^jjiali—.
* Edward B. Tylor, Primitive Culture.
and Company, 1889), I, 1-3, 16-20.

I (New York;

Henry Holt

^
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jlanets, solar systems, customs, institutions, and religious^
^^and ethical ideas as well as individuals and species were all )\
subject to the law of evolution.
The scientifically minded Spencer included also the con
servation of energy as one of the principles which enable the
human mind to understand the progress of human societies.
Spencer, however, preferred the term "persistence of force"
rather than conservation of energy. Through the use of these
two "scientific" principles, evolution and persistence of force.
Spencer constructed a cosmography. The evolutionary process
was explained by Spencer as leading from the simple to the com
plex. The uniyexse, iQCluding_..^tnial ^pxg-an^
undifferentiated mass.
and .,n1
out of primitvv^Tne^inra^^a^ a.jre
gf persistent force -aGtxng.^upQU^them.
By "the same process, the protozoa developed from incoherent
homogeneity to coherent heterogeneity. Ppt-si stpnt
it
the h«;^Tnogf^n«:^mis ^ nr <=;'l m n I . will ncvpl^m
intn thA hf>tfirr)pf>np>nii«, or complex. illustrated'^y the higher
animals and man.
Spencer contended that this same process of evolution from
the simple to the complex occurs also in societies. Wherever
it occurs, the evoljitionarv process will ev^ntnally come to a
end, or
a
Spenf-e-r ral 1 eri
ij^jpflti nn '' JjjcrSkSiSgSS^terogeneity cannot .gontiiiue fprever, but must culmin
ate in a state "of the greatest perfection and the most compTete
hlppXness." ^hus SpencefT^ith™the~ai^ o^~ltwo scTenTiTrc prin
ciples" presented the universe, nature, and society as having a
clearly recognizable meaning and direction.
It was the application of this comprehensive law of evolu
tion to society as a whole that won for Spencer his great popu
larity in America. He was convinced that evolution provided
the law for the development of society. W^th this insight,he
•x;Qns.trM&ted a scisnrietv whif-h he nailed f^nrioingy
He
elaborated this view in his book Principles of Sociology (18761896), a work which also had considerable inTTuence on the rise
of sociology in the United States.
Spencer envisioned an ultraconservative role for sociology.
Its objective was to illuminate the complexity of the social
organism, and to show the futility of attempting any quick
changes in it. Just as the species is modified gradually over
Ixjng per iods of tlme-^.~s.o,„-dQea _tiie.- sQci.aI„jQX£iii2,sm evolVe siow 1y,
o.f teh limperceptibly. His sociology then condemns any attempt to
tamper with this Tlnevitable process. Social reformers were to
be fought with the tools of science.

Evident in Spencer's philosophy j^s a dee£ faith in progr^s^ _
_
He firmly beiieved thai
wTTl -ojccur 7' h6weWF7::i22i£=J^"^^'^'^ 7^^
man
Q|/"tiveiv attempt t.'-' >ivinp- it aVimAt
Any attempt to
interfere with the social process will hinder it. This is quite
a^if.£eJ£!an.t--^-titu.de than that held .by,JUie--roen of the Enlighten-
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ment. 'Q^ey.^-be.lieved that progress was possible only if men increasedl-tJielx„ knowledge ana~ltraaiIlIii7Q^forder t o g a in
g3j£ateK„_.cx>jitrQl oyer their environmexit, and themsgLiyjes,
in this
respect the social scientists of the present century have more
in common with Condorcet than with Spencer, The following ex
cerpt from "Progress; Its Law and Cause," an essay first pub
lished in 1857s, conveys some idea of Spencer's views on this
subject;
The current conception of progress is shifting and
indefinite., Sometimes it comprehends little more than
simple growth — as of a nation in the number of its
members and the extent of territory over which it spreads.
Sometimes it has reference to quantity of material prod
ucts — as When the advance of agriculture and manufac
tures is the topico
Sometimes the superior quality of
these products is contemplated; and sometimes the new or
improved appliances by which they are produced. When,
again, we speak of moral or intellectual progress, we
refer to states of the individual or people exhibiting
it; while, when the progress of Sciencej or Art, is com
mented upon, we have in view certain abstract results of
human thought and action. Not only, however, is the current concefitloh. Qi_prpgress more 6r~"less" vague7^ but-Jr4—is
'lrLrsi£aIIme,a^^
""•ll'"lakes''"irn'6't so much the
reality of progress as its accompaniments — not so much
the substance as the shadow. That progress in intelli
gence seen during the growth of the child into the man,
or the savage into the philosopher, is commonly regarded
as consisting in the greater number of facts known and
laws understood; whereas the actual progress consists in
those internal modifications of which this larger know
ledge is the expression. Social progress is supposed to
consist in the making of a greater~quantlty aha vanety
cTFTEe"" articles. r,&aiilri^„£Qr aaTIsfYin?~^
WUTfl^ in
the increasixLg^..aecurxtv. of person and property; injiJiftfting freedom
whereas, r£gli'fTf"''tttiderstood. social
pro'gress consists in those changes of stracturS'ill the
social organisnPwhich ha^"ehTailed These consequences,
Tfiie^current conception is~'"¥Tele^ogica± one. The phe
nomena are contemplated solely as bearing on human happi
ness , pnly_J:jb43£ida-_cJianges are held ,±.0, constitute progress
whicli^„dixe©tly «or. indirectly tend to bedgMjeji.,humag Jiappinessj^. and they are thought to constitate progress simply
because they tend to heighten human happiness. But
rightly to understand progress, we must learn the nature
of these changes, considered apart from our interests.
Ceasing J for example, to regard the successive geological
modifications that have taken place in the Earth, as
modifications that have gradually fitted it for the hab
itation of Man, and as therefore constituting geological
progress, we must ascertain the character common to
these modifications — the law to which they all conform.
And similarly in every other case. Leaving out of sight
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concomitants and beneficial consequences^ let us ask what
progress is in itself.
In respect to that progress which individual organ
isms display in the course of their evolution, this question
has been answered by the Germans. The investigations of
Wolff, Goethe 5 and von Baer, have established t^e-truth
that the,.aeries of changes gone through during the development of a seed into A.Jr
of an ovum into an animal,
constitute-an advance^from homogeneity of structure to
heterogeneity of stjiLCtHr^^
its primary °sTage7~^very
g6rm^-ict)hsists of a substance that is uniform throughout,
both in texture and chemical composition. The first step
is the appearance of a difference between two parts of
this substance; or, as the phenomenon is called in physi
ological language, a differentiation. Each of these dif
ferentiated divisions presently begins itself to exhibit
some contrast of parts: and by and by then secondary
differentiations become as definite as the original one.
This process is continuously repeated -- is simultaneously
going on in all parts of the growing embryo; and by endless
such differentiations there is finally produced that complex
combination of tissues and organs constituting the adult
animal or plant. This is the history of all organisms what
ever. It is settled beyond dispute that
i
g
cqnsiala.>jLa-a change-_fj:iQmthe hoH ogeneous to the he^tgjogen^us.
Now, we propose in the first place to show, that this
law of organic progress is the law of all progress. Whether
it be in the development of the Earth, in the development
of Life upon its surfaces in "the development of Society, or
Government, of Manufactures, of Commerce, of Language, Lit
erature, Science, Art, this same evolution of the simple
into the complex, through successive differentiations, holds
throughout. From the earliest traceable cosmical changes
down to the latest results of civilization, we shall find
that the transformation of the homogenfjons intr> thn hn-fc^-rngeneou^ IS TmalT in iEhi r.ha?xSgress essentially consists. *
^BSacejC^s ideas were embraced ecstatically in a fiercely
competitive, industrially expanding America which was eager for
justification of a laissez-faire philosophy. He glorified com
petition because it led, he believed, to the survival of t^e
fi
, His "passionate individualisinrand dislike of governme nt
Reportedly led him to refuse even the aid of the postal service.
He delivered each of his manuscripts by hand to his publisher.
As early as 1850, Spencer had begun to develop his ideas
along these lines in ^0£ial_^t^^^s;
Pervading all Nature we mav see at work a stern dis
cipline which is a littlA cruel that it may be very kind.
* Herbert Spencer, Essays Scientific, Political, and Speculative (New York: D, Appleton and Company, 1891)^ I, pp. 8-10.
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That state of universal warfare maintained throughout the
lower creation, to the great perplexity of many worthy
people, is at bottom the most merciful provision which
the circumstances admit of, It^-jrS-miirh TiqfteiL^that the
ruminant animal, when deprived-^b-v:-.age~.flLf-±lie vigour wELch
nrnffe its^.existence a pleasure, should be killed by some
'be~as£2iI51iy> than th^at it should 1 ingex out a life'lna'de
pa 1 nfu 1 by inf i rmi tips, and eventually die of starvatTlgfl'.
~By the destruction of all -siirh. npt only is pyifirpruio ""
ended before it becomes burdensome, but room is made for
a"ty^llh^Sf''''gini¥atTQff^^^
of the fullest.'~Rnjnym&nT;
and • moreover „ out of the very " act
'ness_is
q tr-ibe of nredatorv creatures. Note,
father, that their carnivorous enemies not only remove
from herbivorous herds individuals past their prime, but
also weed out the sickly, the malformed^ and the least
fleet or powerful. By the aid of which purifying process,
as well as by the fighting so universal in the pairing
season, all vitiation of the race through the multiplica
tion of its inferior samples is prevented; and the main
tenance of a constitution completely adapted to surrounding
conditions, and therefore most productive of happiness, is
ensured.
The development of the higher creation is a progress
towards a form of being, capable of a happiness undimin/
ished by these drawbacks. It is
hnmap
that
the consummation is to be arr.nmni i
"~~TTTiriT"t-7rgTrTon ig
the last stflP-e nf its accomplishment. And the ideaJUman . ,
.
is—Uae^man in whnm.all the cpnditions tn that accomplisTr-/>V/^.x,*,^C^r?^.
mgnt arp fnl
Meanwhile, the well-being of existing
..
humanity and the unfolding of it into this ultimate perfection, are both secured by that same beneficial though ^
severe discipline, to which the animate creation at largey'^^*;^^^^
is subject. It seems hard that an unskilfulness which
.
with all his efforts he cannot overcome, should entail
hunger upon the artizan, Tt stgemp;
that a labourgr_^
incapacitated by sickness f-rnm mmppting; wi th his stronger
f
shniiTriL ha ve tn bpar the resuTtinfr priva ti ons.
ft seems hard that widows and orphans should be left to
gjtruggle--for -life
Nevertheless, when regarded
'iij^ye^al
fatalities are seen to be
nf, benef icenc^e — the ^aifi:#"1bene±^icence'~wl5Tch^ bfings
to early graves the children of diseased parents, and
singles out the intemperate and the debilitated as the
victims of an epidemic,
Jhere are-many,-_ver^ a m p a o r " ' ' ' '
h ^ ^ nnt,
nerve t-Q„ look
ii| the face. Disabled
"as^ they are by their sympathies with present suffering,
from duly regarding ultimate consequences, they pursue a
course which is injudicious, and in the end even cruel.
We do not consider it true kindness in a mother to gratify
her child with sweetmeats that are likely to make it ill.
We should think it a very foolish sort of benevolence
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which led a surgeon to let his patient's disease progress
to a fatal issue, rather than inflict pain by an opera
tion, Similarly, we must call those spurious philanthro
pists who, to prevent present misery, would entail greater
misery on future generations. That rigorous necessity
which, when allowed to operate, becomes so sharp a spur
to the lazy and so strong a bridle to the random, these
paupers' friends would repeal, because of the wailings it
here and there produces. Blind to the fact that.junder-the
nfltjifffl
fvf__Jilrii ngs
iliS constantly—excreting
imbecile^ sinw. vacillating, faithless
members, these unthin^.Dn; •
cate~aFl[ftt'=*''''P^^|" .which.:BQ,t^Qnlv ^^tops-'thQr> purlfyl^ ^
p roQess-y^bttti«a»^
X
— atrsoluLdy^
encourages the multiplication of the reckless and incom
petent by offering them an unfailing provision, and d^courages the multiplication of the competent and provident
by heightening the difficulty of maintaining a family.
And thus,
their eagerness to prevent the salivary
suf ferjjEigs_.±hai~-surround-us, these sigh-wise and groanfgplish people bequeath to posterity a continually in
creasing .jm^sg ,
. ^ ^ .
Returning again to the highest point of view, we
find that
is a second and still more injurious mode
in which law-enforced charity chejsiLSLj^Le„P.rpcess of adaptaTo become fit for the social state, man has not
only to lose his savageness but he has to acquire the
capacities needful for civilized life. Power of applica
tion must be developed; such modification of the intellect
as shall qualify it for its new tasks must take place;
and, above all, there must be gained the ability to sacri
fice a small immediate gratification for a future great
one. The state of transition will of course be an un
happy state. Misery results from incongruity between
constitution and conditions. Humanity is being pressed
against the inexorable necessities of its new position
is being moulded into harmony with them, and has to bear
the resulting unhappiness as best it can. The process
must be undergone and the sufferings must be endured. No
power on Earth, no cunningly-devised laws of statesmen, no
world-rectifying schemes of the humane, no communist pana
ceas, no reforms that men ever did broach or ever will
broach, can diminish them one jot. Intensified they may
be, and are; and in preventing their intensification the
philanthropic will find ample scope for exertion. But
there is bound up with the change a normal amount of suf
fering, which cannot be lessened without altering the
very laws of life. Every attempt at mitigation of this
eventuates in exacerbation of it. All that a poor—law or
any kindred institution can do, is to partially suspend
the transition — to take off for a time, from certain
members of society, the painful pressure which is effect
ing their transformation. At best this is merely to post
pone what must ultimately be borne,
more than
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this; it is to undo what has already been done. For the
circumstances to which adaptation is taking place cannot
be superseded without causing a retrogression; and as the
whole process must some time or other be passed through,
the lost ground must be gone over again, and the attend
ant pain borne afresh.
At first sight-these consideratjjaag seem c,QiicJai§j.ve
againsT'alT^elief to the poor — voluntary as well__as
compuXs^orvT^an^ iFTs no doubt true that they impj^a
n^d^mnation'~of whatfivpr nrivate charity enables the
necipienfT^ e ludet^ necess i t i es o L...QM3L.sqM aTZexistence."^ "With this condemnation, however, no rational man
%il3r quarrel. That careless squandering of pence which
has fostered into perfection a system of organized beg
ging — which has made skilful mendicancy more profitable
than ordinary manual labour — which induces the simula
tion of diseases and deformities — which has called into
existence warehouses for the sale and hire of impostor's
dresses — which has given to pity-inspiring babes a
market value of 9d. per day — the unthinking benevolence
which has generated all this, cannot but be disapproved
by every one. Now it is nnlv ap-ainst this i n iufli ri mis,
^
charity that the foregoing argument tel^ls^,, Tr» that r.har-,^.Z
itv which may be descrit5e"dl]as h n l p i n R m ow to help thorn
—-SeTves, it makes no objection — countenances it rather.
P
And in helping men to help themselves, there remains
abundant scope for the exercise of a people's sympathies.
Accidents will still supply victims on whom generosity
may be"Te5lSESIx3^nded. Men thrown oil tHe^Tfack
by unforeseen events, men who have failed for want of
knowledge inaccessible to them, men ruined by the dis
honesty of others, and men in whom hope long delayed has
made the heart sick, may, with advantage to all parties,
be assisted. Even the prodigal, after severe hardship
has branded his memory with the unbending conditions of
social life to which he must submit, may properly have
another trial afforded him. And, although by these
ameliorations the process of adaptation must be remotely
interfered with, yet, in the majority of cases, it will
not be so much retarded in one direction as it will be
advanced in another. *
More than thirty years later when, as we shall see ,_soci_aIists and some liberals were attacking Taissez-faire and,.urging
In"its^tead anotheF~ideal
-§ficer.Jtetuxaed.to the lj,sts~with
The Man Versus "the State_(1884). In a chapter entTtled "The
rtP-'-RTavprv." he dis^ssed the price society would have to
if it abandoned the lai^^^z—faxre
* Reprinted from Herbert Spencer, Social Statics Abridged and
Revised; Together with The Man versus The State (New York: D.
Appleton and Company, 1897, pp
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And now when there has been compassed this desired
ideals, which "practical" politicians are helping social
ists to reach;, and which is so tempting on that bright
side which socialists contemplate,, what must be the ac
companying shady side which they do not contemplate? It
is a matter of common remark, often made when a marriage
is impending., that those possessed by strong hopes habitu
ally dwell on the promised pleasures and think nothing of
the accompanying pains. A further exemplification of this
truth is supplied by these political enthusiasts and fanat
ical revolutionists. Impressed with the miseries existing
under our present social arrangements s, and not regarding
these miseries as caused by the ill-working of a human
nature but partially adapted to the social state, they
imagine them to be forthwith curable by this or that re
arrangement o
Yet, even did their plans succeed it could
only be by substituting one kind of evil for another. A
little deliberate thought would show that under their
proposed arrangements, their liberties must be surrendered
in proportion as their material welfares were cared for,
'
For no form of co-operation^ small or great, can be
carried otr-irQiimiL
uia.-i:ion. "and an implied submlssi^
i t-n the reguiatinec. agencies.. Even one ot their own organ
isations for effecting social changes yields them proof.
It is compelled to have its councils, its local and gen
eral officers 5 its authoritative leaders , who must be
obeyed under penalty of confusion and failure. And the
experience of those who are loudest in their advocacy of
a new social order under the paternal control of a Govern
ments, shows that even in private voluntarily-formed soci
eties;, the power of the regulative organization becomes
great, if not irresistible: often, indeed, causing grum
bling and restiveness among those controlled. Tradesunions which carry on a kind of industrial war in defence
of workers' interests versus employers' interests, find
that subordination almost military in its strictness is
needful to secure efficient action; for divided councils
prove fatal to success. And even in bodies of co-operators,
formed for carrying on manufacturing or--digtribMTiT[Isrd3tig^
nessejs,. and not needing that obedience to leaders which is
re qiuliLad,iherfiIihel.i35MlaxerxlXI^BiiISSZoiIHi^
5
'"^till..-fau.nd..±hat the adminisAJ^tXve agency .gaiJftS-.^.§u&h
supremacy
arise complaints about "the tyranny
of organization," Jijdge then/what must happen^_BLke„nrTn^
'-slr^'liia~6T~fel^
small "comB^hrationSs, to which men may
belong or not as they please, we have a national combina
tion in which each citizen finns' himself incornnrated.
SKdfrnm which he cannot separate himsell witXput-lreaving
the_CQuntry. Judge what must under such conditions""T3ecome
the aespotism of a graduated and centralized officialism,
holding in its hands the resources of the community, and
having behind it whatever amount of force it finds requi
site to carry ou^^^^s decrees and maintain what it calls
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ambitions but the absolution of those nagging anxieties which
occasionally troubled their consciences.
Furthermore, in_Spencej:L.AnierXcails „h^^
friend_who-«-har^d
their enthusiasm an^ optimise,.,abojAJ^^^
their ra£iraiy developing nation. When Spencer wrote that Americans"
"might reasonably look forward to a time when they had produced
a civilization grander than any the world has known," he surely
did not diminish his popularity in a country that had been sub
jected to the trenchant criticism of European intellectuals
from de Tocqueville to Bryce. On the other hand, it would have
been only natural for Spencer to have believed that his faith
in America was confirmed by the intelligent reception that he
and his works received here.
Perhaps the strongest single factor that led to Spencer's
acceptance in America was the evidence that this country itself
provided which tended to substantiate his claims. In less than
a century America had evolved from a relatively simple, geo
graphically small, predominantly agrarian society into a nation
which had subdued the wilderness of vast territories, multiplied
in population, and embraced the Industrial Revolution with en
thusiasm and fantastic success. Not only did the country as a
whole seem to demonstrate Spencer's idea that social organisms
change from a simple and homogeneous form, but within every
aspect of American life this change was taking place in terms
that immediately affected his life. Conditions that otherwise
might have confused and concerned even the wisest citizen of
those tumultuous times, if interpreted by Spencer's standards,
seemed to become crystal clear and wholly satisfactory.
Here we come to the core of the second reason for Spencer's
success in America. The pervading tone of his writings
,
infinite
'f f s T n g h i s t h e o r i e ^ as a
guidepone.-could ~ acknowledge.without.
.
modern life that^,.fol,ot,t^
record of accompiishments (such as
tlie slums,r~sweatshops, and wid^
They
could be accepted complacently as added proof that America was
progressing j that the unfit were being weeded om£ at a great
rate, and that iSQ l^ong as the government could be persuaded not
to-lmpede this prpcessj, all would be well.
This theme appeared most appropriate in a country where
traditionally there had been a high value placed on economic
individualism. The right to life, liberty, and property, with
special emphasis on property, was a philosophy which always had
had powerful and persuasive supporters in the United States, It
was contended that each man had a right to what he had earned or
accumulated. He might wish to share with less fortunate members
of the community, but it was not considered one of government's
functions to see that wealth was shared. At a time when the
Progressive reform movement was gaining strength in the United
States (1898-1917), the advocates of laissez-faire warmly wel
comed the support of Spencer and his followers, whose antagonism
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to reform was as strong as their own. As the social Darwinists
saw them, the reformers in their misguided efforts to amelior
ate misery were only threatening to retard nature's progress.
Spencer's appeal was not limited to those whose comfort
able position in society would have seemed to have attested to
their fitness. Spencer was an inspirAtiQii-J:o--many members of
working class who were exhil-eralW'^3^1 tha..&^^
and
firmly convinced that np obs t aci e cou1 d t3 re vent t hem f rom.^.E£&vihg their own ability to survive and JlburisE^ i a competitive
Had the western frontiers not been settled, they
miight have been pioneers; but the industrial age had its own
frontiers, and, they were sure, its own great rewards.
The most energetic and influential American exponent of
Social DarwiniS^ was :aE EPIScopMltair
s
religious faith, William
(1840^^1910), The void
which he might have felt as a consequence of this loss was
quickly filled by a new faith in the teachings of Darwin and
Spencer. From his post as professor of political and social
science at Yale University (1872-1910), Sumner led-a-jcniaadg
for the moral, economic, and_p.QiitjLcaX-J:xuiJas--which.-Jie--believa^
were~revealed'~m 'the doctrIne^o±-^j;he~iUuiaujiial_ of the
test."
Few American teachers have had such an influence as Sumner,
He is reported to have had a wider following than any other
teacher in Yale's history, despite a cold and dogmatic manner.
The following brief exchange between Sumner and a student pro
vides a key not only to the professor's teaching method, but
also to his political and economic philosophy:
"Professor, don't you believe in any government
aid to industries?"
"NoI
It's root, hog, or die."
"Yes, but hasn't the hog got a right to root?"
"There are no rights. The world owes nobody a living."
"You believe then, professor, in only one system, the
contract-competitive system?"
"That's the only sound economic system. All others
are fallacies."
"Well, suppose some professor of political economy
came along and took your job away from you. Wouldn't you
be sore?"
"Any other professor is welcome to try. If he gets my
job, it is my fault. My business is to teach the subject
so well that no one can take the job away from me."
As well as being one o f _t he out standing defenders of a
severe^^snOl^onsTsTe^
sez^Talre philosophv'i Sumner~l£as r 1 sn
one oF the~~^oneers_rn the development of academic sociology .
-msnFOTcWays (xgo?) and Science of Society (edited after his
death and published in 1927) i^main classics in this field. In
addition, Sumner wrote many articles for popular magazines such
as rolliers. He was convinced^ a.g was
that a scientific
(
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examination of society, vlewed-froi" ap evoiutri^pnarv position,
led to the'^^^^faajilieonxiLu^
deliberate reform and revotignary mo^^^
ile. The 'social orgaiiism! must be'
left alone to wisely and selectively filter out tKe' weak, and
provide susrenajica-£o^»--tbe-9t^^e^g. That it was the function "of
the social sciences to make this process clear is brought out
in the following selection from an essay written in the 1880's
and entitled "The Challenge of Facts":
Socialism is no new thing. In one form or another
it is to be found throughout all history. It arises from
an observation of certain harsh facts in the lot of man
on earth, the concrete expression of which is poverty and
misery. These facts challenge us. It is folly to try to
shut our eyes to them. We have first to notice what they
are, and then to face them squarely.
M a n Is born under the necessity of sustaining _thg
existence he has received bv an oaerous stru^^^
nst
Jiatu:^, both to win what is esspnt-i^i
1 i fp' gpH fg
ward off what i a p r e j n d i c . i a l He iS born under-a
burden and a necessity. Nature holds what is essential
to him, but she offers nothing gratuitously. He may win
for his use what she holds, if he can. Only the most
meager and inadequate supply for human needs can be ob
tained directly from nature. There are trees which may
be used for fuel and for dwellings, but labor is required
to fit them for this use. There are ores in the ground,
but labor is necessary to get out the metals and make
tools or weapons. J!cr any real satisfaction, labor is
necessary to fIt,,„the products gf^naTure for human usa^.
In this struggle every individual is under the pressure
of the necessities for food, clothing, shelter, fuel, and
every individual brings with him more or less energy for
the conflict necessary to supply his needs. The relation.
jb"herefore. between each man's needs and each man's energy.
or !li ndi v i dual ism.,." is tha JAxst-jfact of" human life.
Xt is not without xaasan,, however , that we speaj^j^
^ 'Van" as the individual in question, for women (mothers)
and^^^HXldren have special disabilities for ther^truggle
with nature, and these disabilities grow greater and last
longer as civilization advances.. The perpetuation of the
race in health and vigor, and its success as a whole in
its struggle to expand and develop human life on earth,
therefore, require that the head of the family shall, by
his energy, be able to supply not only his own needs, but
those of the organisms which are dependent upon him. The
history of the human race shows a great variety of experi
ments in the relation of the sexes and in the organization
of the family. These experiments have been controlled by
economic circumstances, but, as man has gained more and
more control over economic circumstances, monogamy and the
family education of children have been more and more
sharply developed. If there is one thing in regard to
which the student of history and sociology can affirm with
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confidence that social institutions have made "progress"
or grown "better," it is in this arrangement of marriage
and the family. All experience proves that monogamy,
pure and strict, is the sex relation which conduces most
to the vigor and intelligence of the race, and that the
family education of children is the institution by which
the race as a whole advances most rapidly, from genera
tion to generation3 in the struggle with nature. Love of
joan and wife j
we untie^stR~a^.mnri<qrn spnTi mpn.
The devotion ajnd sar.rifinfi -oJ
r^hildren is a
sentJ^Mi.„wMj£h_hj^, befijn^eu^
and is now
mSre' 3 ntPise aoj;i f ar
r-nt^if ^QUf
sociely than in earlier times^ The relation is also
coming to be regarded in a light quite different from
that in which it was formerly viewed. It used to be be
lieved that the parent had unlimited claims on the child
and rights o'^er him. In a truer view of the matter, we
are coming to see that the right<=t a^^e on the side of the.
cjiild aRCl, the duties on, the sido of tho-paront. Exist
ence is not a boon for which the child owes all subjec
tion to the parent. It is a responsibility assumed by
the parent towards the child without the child's consent,
and the consequence of it is that the parent owes all
possible Jje^
to the chil^ to enable hi'iiT't'o make his
existence happy and successful,
of the family sentiments,
from a S£iclai._,POint of view, r.annnt
ihey
impose He1 f-control and prnriAnr»e in their most important
social bearings, and tend more than, any other forces to
fior9"'THe~lndi vidu^al. up -1^.
sound
man arid
society„ The race is
bounds from generation to generation, in an unbroken chain
of vice and penaltyj virtue and reward. The sins of the
fathers are visited upon the rbil dr^on. while ^ on the
other hand, healthy vigor^ talent^ genius, and skill are,
so far as we can discover, the results of high physical
vigor and wise early training. The popular language
bears witness to the universal observation of these facts,
although general social and political dogmas have come
into fashion which contradict or ignore them. There is
no other such punishment for a life of vice and selfindulgence as to see children grow up cursed with the
penalties of it, and no such reward for self-denial and
virtue as to see children born and grow up vigorous in
mind and body. It is time that the true import of these
observations for moral and educational purposes was de
veloped, and it may well be quiestioned whether we do not
go too far in our reticence in regard to all these mat
ters when we leave it to romances and poems to do almost
all the educational work that is done in the way of
spreading ideas about them. The defense of marriage and
the family, if their sociological value were better un
derstood,, would be not only instinctive but rational.
The struggle for existenpft with wV^i.ch we have tn deal
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nmS-t-Jje-uadw^iaod, Jliea, to be that of a man for himself,
his wife, and his children.""
""" "
—
The next^'reafTTacT^^
in reg-ard^ to
t:^e struggreIpOiman.Ali.g-JLa~tMt.^^
if=i...apant
in a direct struggle with na:tMr-e---^-^^^r£L-ljn the extreme
and is bjat~^ITg5tly pfo<^^^^
To subjugate nature7~ln'§.n
heeds weapona_jajid tools. These, however, camlD-t- be won
unless the food and clothing and other prime and direct
necessities are supplied in such amount that they can be
consumed while tools and weapons are being made^ for the
tools and weapons themselves satisfy no needs directly.
A man who tills the ground with his fingers or with a
pointed stick picked up without labor will get a small
crop. To fashion even the rudest spade or hoe will cost
time, during which the laborer must still eat and drink
and wear, but the tool, when obtained, will multiply im
mensely the power to produce. Such products of-labpr.
used to assist production^ haye^3Kl3fiSS^
in
tE[e~nature 6 tTiTnp;s
.dlA±ingu i sh them .
WeliiaJLL„2llElSiiiij^. A--Xe.¥ex„,J.a.-jcaEital, and "the advan
tage of lifting a weight, with a.Lever over lif^tTngTt by
direct, exertion is only a feeble illustration of^^Ke"power
of„ciePitalZl£,:B£^^
The origin "of capitaTT-iesTrn
the darkness before history, and it is probably impossible
for us to imagine the slow and painful steps by which the
race began the formation of it. Since then it has gone
on rising to higher and higher powers by a ceaseless in
volution, if I may use a mathematical expression. Capital
is labor raised to a higher power by being constantly mul
tiplied into itself. Nature has been more and more subju
gated by the human race through the power of capital, and
every human being now living shares the improved status of
the race to a degree which neither he nor any one else can
measure, and for which he pays nothing.
Let us understand this point, because our subject
will require future reference to it. It is the most short
sighted ignorance not to see that, in a civilized commun
ity, all the advantage of capital except a small fraction
is gratuitously enjoyed by the community. For instance,
suppose the case of a man utterly destitute of tools, who
i^i^ying to 1the ground wltij....a__poii^^^^^
He
could get soraeth.iixg...out .oJE it, I^ now he should obtain a
spade--JHdjth--.wh^iGb--^o----4-ilX~.the-^XQund.. ~ let'Tis~iBmrP05^r^1r
illustration, that he could g e t - a s great ,a
prdduct, Could, then, the owner oT~lir"spade in a civilized
state demand,
its price, ffomr"'fIie'~man~^wTio ^
nintieireeTfr-"tWerifTet"Bs^^oi^3SiZ^^3Sc±^
._be .pxoduced
b^tlie use' oTXfT^CertaiAl^ji^^ The T^ice of a siiade-JLs
supply and demand of products in the communitv. A spade is bought for a dollar and the gain from
the use of it is an inheritance of knowledge, experience,
and skill which every man who lives in a civilized state
gets for nothing. What we pay for steam transportation
is no trifle, but imagine, if you can, eastern Massachusetts
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cut off from steam connection with the rest of the world,
turnpikes and sailing vessels remaining. The cost of food
would rise so high that a quarter of the population would
starve to death and another quarter would have to emigrate.
To—day every man here gets an enormous advantage from the
status of a society on a level of steam transportation,
telegraph,, and machinery, for which he pays nothing.
f=;r. far as I have vet spoken,, we havgJbLalQ.re us \;he
struggle of man with nature., but the social problemg,
-rtrlrtTy'""^^
arise at the aexjL_Sl£P.
ries on tlie_stjrsgSle™tajdLlLJiis--sappaiil^
t^re^are others by his side engaged in the same_s1bruggle.
If--the""srdresl5T^^~^^^
^the last
unit of the supply she offers could be won as easily as
the first J there would be no social problem. If a square
mile of land could support an indefinite number of human
beings, or if it cost only twice as much labor to get
forty bushels of wheat from an acre as to get twenty, we
should have no social problem. If a square mile gX-XaPd
nnmld support millions, no one w6inrr^^^^^^^S£rate^^
there woul<rT^e~no~T;raae*~oF"comffie^
twrce"as much labo^r to"get~r6rty bushels as twenty, there
would be no advance in the arts. The fact is far other
wise o
So long as the population is low in proportion to
the amount of land, on a given stage of the arts,
easy and the competition of man with man is weak. When
more persons are trying to live on a square mile than it
can support, on the existing stage of the arts, life is
hard and the competition of man with man is intense. In
the former case, industry and prudence may be on a low
grade: the penalties are not severe, or certain, or
In the latter case, each individual needs to
speedy
exert on his own behalf every force, original or acquired,
which he can command. In the former case, the average
condition will be one of comfort and the population will
be all nearly on the average. In the latter case, the
average condition will not be one of comfort, but the
population will cover wide extremes of comfort and misery.
Each will find his place according to his ability and
his effort. The former society will be democratic; the
latter will be aristocratic.
Tba...coustant. tejadaflcx^l p.ppulallflathe
means of subsistence is jt]^_
populatijCLa.-jcxE£^::thea
n
d p r oduced
xn
rTivilization. To this day
meansTpT^igap.e^Qr an
overpopulated country are emigration andLj,n advance in
~~^fFm^ormer wins more land for the same people;
the latter makes the same land support more persons. If,
however, either of these means opens a chance for an in
crease of population, it is evident that the advantage so
won may be speedily exhausted if the increase takes place.
The social difficulty has only undergone a temporary amel
ioration, and when the conditions of pressure and competi
tion are renewed, misery and poverty reappear. The
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victims of them are those who have inherited disease and
depraved appetites, or have been brought up in vice and
ignorance J or have themselves yielded to vice, extrav
agance ^ idleness, and imprudence. In the last analysis,
therefores we come back to vice, in its original and
hereditary forms, as the correlative of misery and poverty.
The_rnnrii t1on fnr-jgie complete apd regular actioa- of
the force of comnetitinn is Hhpr.tv. Liberty means the
security given to each man that, if he employs his ener
gies to sustain the struggle on behalf of himself and
those he cares for, he shall dispose of the product ex
clusively as he chooses. It is impossible to know whence
any definition or criterion of justice can be derived, if
it is not deduced from this view of things; or if it is
not the definition of justice that each shall enjoy the
fruit of his own labor and self-denial, and of injustice
that the idle and the industrious, the self-indulgent and
the self-denying, shall share equally in the product.
Aside from the a priori speculations of philosophers who
have tried to make equality an essential element in jus
tice, the human race has recognized^ from the earliest
times, the above conception of justice as the true one,
and has founded upon it the right of property. The right
of property, with marriage and the family, gives the
right of bequest,
Mrinr»p;ani-i o mp-r-riapA, hOWever, iS the mOSt eXClUSive
of soft'ial instjj^ions, It contains"^! Sg—g^sehtiai pgln"31®^ pre^j:iiice^'suEeripj-^^
sel^slion, deyfiiis?^ It
would not be at all what it is if it were not for these
characteristic traits, and it always degenerates when
these traits are not present. For instance, if a man
should not have a distinct preference for the woman he
married, and if he did not select her as superior to
others, the marriage would be an imperfect one according
to the standard of true monogamic marriage. The family
under monogamy, also, is a closed group, having special
interests and estimating privacy and reserve as valuable
advantages for family development. We grant high prerog
atives, in our society, to parents, although our observa
tion teaches us that thousands of human beings are unfit
to be parents or to be entrusted with the care of children.
It follows, therefore, from the organization of marriage
and the family , under monogamy , thaF great ineauaiit,ies
must exist in 'a society based on those institutions. The
son of wiseparents cannot start on a level witn the son
of foolish ones, and the man who has had no home discip
line cannot be equal to the man who has had home discip
line, If the contrary were true, we could rid ourselves
at once of the wearing labor of inculcating sound morals
and manners in our children.
Private prop^ty, also, which
feattlre of society organized in accordance with the natural conditions of the struggle for existence proHuces
inequalities between men. The struggle for existence is
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aimed against nature. It is from her niggardly hand that
we have to wrest the satisfactions for our needs, but our
fellow-men are our competitors for the meager supply.
Competition, therefore, is a law ^ nature, Nature_ls
-errtTreTy neutral; she suBmitsto him who most energetically
aTfTrT^^ftsnTutel-ir'She grants her rewards to
the-'lTTtestlT'ther^ore, without regard to other conSltierscttxms^oTliny kind. If, then, there be liberty, men get ^
from her just in proportion to their works, and their
ing and enjoying are just in proportion to their being and
their doing. Such is the system of nature. If we do not
like it, and if we try to amend it, there is only one way
in which we can do it. We can take from the better and
give to the worse. We can deflect the penalties of those
who have done ill and throw them on those who have done
better. We can take the rewards from those who have done
better and give them to those who have done worse. We
shall thus lessen the inequalities. We shall favor the
survival of the unfittest, and we shall accomplish this
by destroying liberty. Let it be understood that we can
not go outside of this alternative: liberty, inequality,
survival of the__Jittjes±.; not-liberty, equality, survix^l
nYnFFTg^TnTTttest „ The fo^Pr carries "sdci¥t^^ forward and
favors all its besJ^memhfixs; the latter carries society
aswiiwar^iilMirjiSsr §„
For three hundred years now men have been trying to
understand and realize liberty. Liberty is not the right
or chance to do what we choose; there is no such liberty
as that on earth. No man can do as he chooses: the auto
crat of Russia or the King of Dahomey has limits to his
arbitrary will; the savage in the wilderness, whom some
people think free^ is the slave of routine, tradition,
and superstitious fears; the civilized man must earn his
living, or take care of his property, or concede his own
will to the rights and claims of his parents, his wife,
his children, and all the persons with whom he is con
nected by the ties and contracts of civilized life.
What we mean bv liberty is civil l i b e r t y , or liberty.
under law; and this means the guarantees of law that a
man shall not be Inf^ffered with while using his own
"i^wers for liis"bwn weTfareT It is ^ ~there"fH^, a civil
anff~pr&rrrrcaT'~^tatTr5T^anH~'that nation has the freest in
stitutions in which the guarantees of peace for the
laborer and security for the capitalist are the highest.
Liberty^ therefore, does not by any means do away with
the struggle for existence.—W5" mxgnt as well try to aO
away witn the need of eating, for that would, in effect,
be the same thing. What civil liberty does is to turn
the competition of man with man from violence and brute
force into an industrial competition under which men vie
with one another for the acquisition of material goods
by Industry, energy, skill, frugality, prudence, temper
ance, and other industrial virtues. Under this changed
order of things the inequalities are not done away with.

'
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Nature still grants her rewards of having and enjoying,
according to our being and doings
it is now the man
of the highest training and not the man of the heaviest
fist who gains the highest reward. It is impossible that
the man with capital and the maiL-W.i thnmt ...capital shouTg"
be eauliJT To affirm that they are equal would be to say
that a man who has no tool can get as mmch food out of
the ground as the man who has a spade or a plough; or
that the man who has no weapon can defend himself as well
against hostile beasts or hostile men as the man who has
a weapon. If that were sOp none of us would work any
more. We work and deny ourselves to get capital just
because5 other things being equal, the man who has it is
superior, for attaining all the ends of life, to the man
who has it not. Considering the eagerness with which we
all seek capital and the estimate we put upon it, either
In cherishing it if we have It, or envying others who
have it while we have It notj, it is very strange what
platitudes pass current about it in our society so soon
as we begin to generalize about it. If our young people
really believed some of the teachings they hear^ it would
not be amiss to preach them a sermon once in a while to
reassure themj setting forth that it is not wicked to be
rich, nay even^ that it is not wicked to be richer than
your neighbor.
It follows from what we have observed that it is the
utmost folly to deno-""'^'"
To do so is to under
m i n e civilization.- for capital is the first'requisite of
S/ftT^THFr.n 1 a 1
1 fidillcationa1, ecc'lesiasTTcaTT p'oITffcal,
aesthetic, or other. *
One of the many charges brought against Social Darwinism
resulted from a conflict between aspects of this philosophy and
the traditional American belief in equality of opportunity. It
was pointed out that lifting oneself up by his own bootstraps
is admirable — but quite impossible if one has no boots. And
^LQwr some wondered, r-ould It be contended that the fittest surtions?^ T f thf^..,ffnvernmen± was pot to take action to prepaTe™ttpechll4i:e$i,j3X~'2wti*t"-parents
theZEaSQj&IZjEESC^
if anv„ were the obligations to .their-JLeLLLows of those controliinig^"greatI^Qmi^^
In the face of soci^alism and ojLgrowing refQrm--.mnvpmpnts...HJJLb±iiJ]caPltlHTsm the^ questions had
to be dealt,with,.-±f the laissez-faire philosophy was to be
given a moral jus.tidyk-©a4J..o»--ijwhar4uany_ji^^
Ideal of
"equality ol„i3jtpiax.tmii.Ay.
——To these and other problems Andrew Carnegie (1835-1919)
* Reprinted from William Graham Sumner, The Challenge of Facts"
and Other Essays (New Haven: Yale University Pressj l"5n[4) , pp,
T^21
Used with permission.
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stng-g-ARtpfi flinmo ^iagwrs. Carnegie's life follows literally the
classic rags to riches parable. The son of a poor Scottish
immigrant, he started his career as a textile worker. Through
thrift and successful investments he managed to accumulate a
modest fortune. Convinced of the increasing need for steel in
a modern industrial society and of the potentialities of the
new Bessemer process, Carnegie invested heavily in the steel
industry J, rapidly becoming its leading figure. In organizing
the United States Steel Corporation in 1901, J. P, Morgan bought
out Carnegie's interest in the industry for approximately
$500,000,000,
Carnegie gave away during his lifetime about $350.000^000.
Includ^a in tnis philantTiropy'are" the following: (1) the Carnegie Institute of Washington (1902), set up for the purpose of
advancing scientific research in fields not otherwise generally
covered; (2) the Carnegie Hero Fund Commission (1904), estab
lished for the purpose of recognizing the efforts of individuals
who save, or try to save, human lives threatened by accidents;
(3) the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching
(1905), instituted "to encourage,, uphold, and dignify the pro
fession of the teacher and the cause of higher education" in
the United States and Canada, in part through providing pensions
to certain retired members of the profession; (4) the Carnegie
Endowment for International Peace (1910), set up "to hasten the
abolition of International war^ the foulest blot upon our civil
ization," chiefly through a program of education and sponsorship
of efforts to develop an international law; and (5) the Carnegie
Corporation (1911), established with an original endowment of
$135,000,000 to advance and diffuse knowledge in the United
States and the British Empire, This was undertaken in many
ways, including adult education, the sponsorship of publica
tions, and the financing of special projects in institutions of
higher learning. All of this followed the pattern which Car
negie had earlier laid down in The Gospel of Wealth (1889):
The problem of our age isthe proper administration
gf wealth, that the cies of brotherhood may still bind together~~fTre rich and poor in harmonious relationship. The
Qf ^-'l.linnn
been r.hArLSia^i...-JaiLL±
revQliiiixmized^.within the past few hundred-years^-o
In
ormer days there was little difference between the dwell
ing, dress, food, and environment of the chief and those
of his retainers. The Indians are to-day where civilized
man then was. When visiting the Sioux, I was led to the
wigwam of the chief. It was like the others in external
appearance, and even within the difference was trifling
between it and those of the poorest of his braves. The
contrast between the palace of the millionaire and the
_colfa^ of_ihft^^^
to^day me^ures the c^al^e
which has come with civilization. Tnis ch^ge. however,
is not to be deplored, But welcomed as higTiTy beneTicT^.
is Well. Tra:V". Sasential. for the progress of the race
that the houses of some sbmi i n bfniinmfis for all fHaTT^s
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highest and best in literatiiT-p and tViP ayt„<=f anri fn-r all
•--^[el^finementR of Tuvilization • "ra.tbp^r' t.i^an _±iiaA—B«ne
sEbuld be so. Much better this great ij'Tfignil aritv than
u^niversO""Squalor. Without wealth there can be no
^Maecenas. The "good old times" were not good old tjlmes.
^.Neither master nor servant was as well situated then as
to-day. A relapse to old conditions would be disastrous
to both — not the least so to him who serves"— and
would sweep away civilization with it. But whether the
change be for good or ill, it is upon uSp beyond our
power to alter, and, therefore, to be accepted and made •
the best of. It is a waste of time to criticize the
inevitable.
It is easy to see how the change has come. One
illustration will serve for almost every phase of the
cause. In the manufacture of products we have the whole
story. It applies to all combinations of human industry,
as stimulated and enlarged by the inventions of this
scientific age. formerly, articles were manufactured at
the domestic hearth, or in small shops which formed part
of the household. The.,master and his apprentices work^
^ide by side, tjtie latter living, with th§_,master^a^
the;r6fc?re:^subjeQt.,to the same conditions. When these
apprentices rose to be masters, there was little or no
change in their mode of life, and they, in turn, edu
cated succeeding apprentices in the same routineo
There
was, substantially, social equality, and even political
equality, for those engaged in industrial pursuits had
then little or no voice in the State.
The inevitable result of such a mode of manufac
ture was crude articles at high prices. To-day the world
obtains commodities of excellent quality at prices which
even the preceding generation would have deemed incred
ible. In the commercial world similar causes have pro
duced similar results, and the race is benefited thereby.
The poor enjoy what the rich could not before afford.
What were the luxuries have become the necessities of
life. The laborer has now more comforts than the farmer
had a few generations ago. The farmer has more luxuries
than the landlord had, and is more richly clad and better
housed. The landlord has books and pictures rarer and
appointments more artistic than the king could then obtain.
The price we pay for this salutary change is, no
doubt, great. We 3aaemble thousands of operatives ia-the
f actq^y-^ - aiLd. in, ±he-.mliie-y-4xf-4yhoaL-j;he-lempIoy^ can kipw
111tJLe_j3r -nothiand,,.to whom JajaJ-SL^J^ttTe b^^
a
myfh."" All intercourse between them is at an end. Rigid
casT§s are formed, and, as usual, mutual ignorance breeds
mutual distrust. Each caste is without sympathy with the
other, and ready to credit anything disparaging in regard
to it. Under tJifi_J.aHL-Ou£-. competition, the employer ol.
thousands^TL^ forced^inta the strictesXIejGOiiQmieg, among
whlch the rates paid to 1 abor.Jflgwre^ prominently, and",
often there is friction, betwe®u~Ji]iet™empiayjer--.aaadIiEi^raployel, laetween c^
and labor, between rich and £gfir_.
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Human society loses homogeneity.
The price whicfi society pays for the law of
competition, like the price it pays for cheap comforts
and luxuries, is also great; but the advantages of this
law are also greater still than its cost — for it is to
this law that we owe our wonderful material development,
which brings improved conditions in its train. But,
whether the law be benign or not, we must say of it, as
we say of the change in the conditions of men to which we
have referred" It is here; we cannot evade it; no sub
stitutes for it have been found; and while the law may be
sometimes hard for the individual, it is best for the race
because it insures the survival of the fittest in every
department. We accept and welcome, therefore, as condi
tions to which we must accommodate ourselves, great in
equality of environment; the concentration of business,
industrial and commercial, in the hands of a few; and the
law of competition between these, as being not only bene
ficial, but essential to the future progress of the race.
Having accepted these, it follows that there must be
great scope for the exercise of special ability in the
merchant and in the manufacturer who has to conduct af
fairs upon a great scale. That this talent for organiza
tion and management is rare among men is proved by the
fact-that
invariably secures enormous "rewards for iIs
p^sesspyT^no mat-t.ex-whpFp^^^
what laws o'r''cbndi^
jTons. The'experienced in affairs always rate the m:an
whose services can be obtained as a partner as not onTy
the first consideration, but such as renders the question
of his capital scarcely worth considering; for able men
soon create capital; in the hands of those without the
special talent required, capital soon takes wings. Such
men become interested in firms or corporations using mil
lions; and, estimating only simple interest to be made
upon the capital invested, it is inevitable that their
income must exceed their expenditure and that they must,
therefore, accumulate wealth. Nor is there any middle
ground which such men can occupy, because the great manu
facturing or commercial concern which does not earn at
least interest upon its capital soon becomes bankrupt.
It must either go forward or fall behind; to stand still
is impossible. It is a condition essential to its suc
cessful operation that it should be thus far profitable,
and even that, in addition to interest on capital, it
should make profit. It is a law, as certain as any of
the others named, that men possessed of this peculiar
talent for affairs, under the free play of economic
forces must, of necessity, soon be in receipt of more
revenue than can be judiciously expended upon themselves;
and this law is as beneficial for the race as the others.
Objections to the foundations upon which society is
based are not in order, because the condition of the race
is better with these than it has been with any other
which has been tried. Of the effect of any new substi
tutes proposed we cannot be sure. The Socialist or
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Anarchist who seeks to overtiiarn present conditions is to
be regarded as attacking the foundation uipon which civil
ization itself restsp for civilization took its start
from the day when the capable, industrioias workman said
to his incompetent and lazy fellow, "If thou dost not
sow, thoTU Shalt not reap," and thus ended primitive Com
munism by separating the drones from the bees. One who
studies this subject will soon be brought face to face
with the conclusion that upon the sacredness of property
civilization itself depends — the right of the laborer
to his hundred dollars in the savings-bank, and equally
the legal right of the millionaire to his millions.
Every man must be allowed "to sit under his own vine and
fig-tree, with none to make afraid," if human society is
to advances, or even to remain so far advanced as it is.
To those who propose to substitute Communism for this
intense Individualism, the answer therefore iss
The race
has tried that. All progress from that barbarous day to
the present time has resulted from its displacement. Not
evil, but good, has come to the race from the accumulation
of wealth by those who have had the ability and energy to
produce it. But even if we admita moment that it
m i ght be betteF~for~~TEe~lFaceto dXsg^lTg^
nrpRprLtZyniindatTon 0 IndiVidua11sm, —
t Tt
Tdeal tha?^—
mgin should laHor^ not for himself ^lone p but in--janf^''Tor^ a
brotheyof^ i k fshare with them all in
common, realizing Swedenborg's idea of heaven, where, as
he says, the angels derive their happiness, not from
laboring for self, but for each other, — even admit all
thiSp and a suff ^r.ipnt anawpir j g ^ Thi «s„jL»-„nnt
^
but revolution. It necessitates the changing of human
nature itself — a work of eons, even if it were good to
change it, which we cannot know.
It is not practicable in our day or in our age. Even
if desirable theoretically, it belongs to another and
loEig-succeeding sociological stratum. Our duty is with
what is practicable now — with the next step possible in
our day and generation. It is criminal to waste our
energies in endeavoring to uproot, when all we can profit
ably accomplish is to bend the universal tree of humanity
a little in the direction most favorable to the produc
tion of good fruit under existing circumstances. We
might as well urge the destruction of the highest exist
ing type of man because he failed to reach our ideal as
to favor the destruction of Individualism, Private Prop
erty, the Law of Accumulation of Wealth, and the Law of
Competition; for these are the highest result of human
experience, the soil in which society, so far, has pro
duced the best fruit. Unequally or ivajustly, perhaps, as
these laws sometimes operate, and imperfect as they ap
pear to the Idealist, they are, nevertheless, like the
highest type of man, the best and most valuable of all
that humanity has yet accomplished.
We start, then, with a condition of affairs under
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which the best interests of the race are promoted, but
which inevitably gives wealth to the few. Thus far, ac
cepting conditions as they exist, the situation can be
surveyed and pronounced good. The question then arises,
— and if the foregoing be correct, it is the only ques
tion with which we have to deal, —What is the proper
mode of admlnistering wealth after the laws up,on"wHi"ch
cIv5Tizati.jahlJli!-.X6M"5Ced~h^
into the hands of
And it is of this grea^t^^^i^^
I offer the true solution. It will be understood"th^^^
—
fortunes are here spoken of, not moderate sums saved by
many years of effort, the returns from which are required
for the comfortable maintenance and education of families.
This is not wealth, but only competence, which it should
be the aim of all to acquire, and which it is for the
best interests of society should be acquired.
There are but three modes in
o»v.pi,,pi wmltll
dls£oseii_af. It can b^
fnm-ii-iog r>f
"decedentirT~W"'Tf can be
fnr pliMJx,. rjixooaas;
"DU, finally. it can be administered bv its possessors
during their livRs. Under the first and second modes
most of the wealth of the world that has reached the few
has hitherto been applied. Let us in turn consider each
of these modes. The first is thp mnRt inindirl mis
In
monarchical countries, the elates and the greatest por
tion of the wealth are left to the first son, that the
vanity of the parent may be gratified by the thought that
his name and title are to descend unimpaired to succeeding generations. The condition of this class in Europe
to-day teaches the failure of such hopes or ambitions,
The successors have become impoverisihed throxuafe-^heir
fQllleSr - or from the fall In the value oX-aand. Even in
Great Britain the strict law dT*"exrtail has been found
inadequate to maintain an hereditary class. Its soil is
rapidly passing into the hands of the stranger. Under
republican institutions the division of property among .
,
the children is much fairer; but the question which
forces itself upon thoughtful men in all lands is. Why
should men leave great fortunes to their children? If
this is done from affection, is it not misguided affec-'^'^^y^
tion? Observation teaches that, generally speaking, It
is not well for the children that they should be so
<^7/
dened. Neither is it well for the State, Beyond P^oviding for the wife and daughters moderate sources of income
and very moderate allowances indeed, if any, for the sons,
men may well hesitate; for it is no longer questionable
that great sums bequeathed often work more for the injury
than for the good of the recipients,
man win annn
conclude that, for the best interests &f the pipmhers nJ
^eir families, and of the'lState" such bequests are an
Impropef use of their means.
it IS not suggeste<rThat men who have failed to
educate their sons to earn a livelihood shall cast them
adrift in poverty. If any man has seen fit to rear his
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sons with a view to their living idle lives, or, what is
highly commendable, has instilled in them the sentiment
that they are in a position to labor for public ends
without reference to pecuniary considerations, then, of
course, the duty of the parent is to see that such are
provided for in moderation. There are instances of mil
lionaires' sons unspoiled by wealth, who, being rich,
still perform great services to the community. Such are
the very salt of the earth, as valuable as, unfortunately,
they are rare. It is not the exception, however, but the
rule, that men must regard; and, looking at the usual re
sult of enormous sums conferred upon legatees, the thought_fl4l_jaan_iiuist shortly say, "I would as soon leave to my son
a curse as the almighty dollar," and admit to himself
that it is.nat^thechiIdren, but famllv
» which inspires ..these.legacie.s.
As to the secQr|^
that of leaving wealth at death
for public uses, it may be said that this is only a means
for the disposal of wealth, provided a man is content to
wait until he is dead before he becomes of much good in
the world. Knowledge of thpt results of legacies bequea^lieA.jLS-^^^
1 a te.d- to i nani rf^
cases are not few~in^^whicK^^fe^real^^object~sougE^by the
testator is not attained, nor are they few in which his
real wishes are thwarted. In many cases the bequests are
so used as to become only monuments of his folly. It is
well to remember that it requires the exercise of not less
ability than that which acquires it, to use wealth so as
to be really beneficial to the community. Besides this,
it may fairly be said that no man is to be extolled for
doing what he cannot help doing, nor is he to be thanked
by the community to which he only leaves wealth at death.
who
p xrgpt
-in
« woy BiflY
thmictht
mgJL-JKhQ. W0TL^;^d not havA lAft it ai; nil
p
J^ig^age" it with theia, "The memories of such cannot be
held in grateful remembrance, for there is no grace in
their gifts. It is not to be wondered at that such be
quests seem so generally to lack the blessing.
The growing disposition to tax more and more heavily
large estates left at death is a cheering indication of
the growth of a salutary change in public opinion. The
State of Pennsylvania now takes — subject to some excep
tions — one tenth of the property left by its citizens.
The budget presented in the British Parliament the other
day proposes to increase the death duties; and, most sig
nificant of all, the new tax is to be a graduated one.
Of all forms of taxation this seems the wisest. Men who
continue hoarding great sums all their lives, the proper
use of which for public ends would work good to the com
munity from which it chiefly came, should be made to feel
that the community, in the form of the State, cannot thus
be deprived of its proper share. By_taxjjig_Aata*es—heaviJ4L_a4™<lea^ti3M43ke--S*fl*es- marks- its-^jCQZidemnation of—tile
selfish millionaire's unworthy life....
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There^'='"'ai, then, onl y onf| mnrita r^f nsinp- prpa t, tpr^
+nnog:|^htiT in this wc haveTHe true anti'Sote for the tem
porary unequal distribution of wealthy the reconciliation
of the rich and the poor — a reign of harmony, another
ideal, differing, indeed, from that of the Communist in
requiring only the further evolution of existing condi
tions, not the total overthrow of our civilization. It
is founded upon the present most intense Individualism,
and the race is prepared to put it in practice by degrees
whenever it pleases. Under its sway we shall have an
ideal State, in which the surplus wealth of the few will
become, in the best sense, the property of the many, be
cause administered for the common good; and this wealth,
passing through the hands of the few, can be made a much
more potent force for the elevation of our race than if
distributed in small sums to the people themselves. Even
the poorest can be made to see this, and to agree that
great sums gathered by some of their fellow-citizens and
spent for public purposes, from which the masses reap the
principal benefit, are more valuable to them than if
scattered among themselves in trifling amounts through
the course of many years.
This, then, is held to be the duty of the man of
/ wealtHl To set ^E^exai^Bl^^
•liyingj_,,^tounping...display_...ox„,,~extr.ax.atsattc.©j.,,~tQ,,,pri34?4de^
moderately for the lep'Ttimatf wants Qf_tliQa^ de_pjeiident
UponIb.imj and^IalTer^^^^^^i^jcoaald^^
. surplps
revenues wHich come to him sm
fuuds, which
is cailedTup^ to adi^^
,.,-.and., strictly bound as.^ a
matter of duty to administer
the ,manjqLex^^^^^.w^^^
3 ifluJiis
jTM^S1It"i;'~^"s''"best calculated to produce the most bene\ tficial results for the community^—• the man of wealth
tBu^l)ecoming the mere trustee and agent for his poorer
brethrens bringing to their service his superior wisdom,
experience, and ability to administer, doing for them
better than they would or could do for themselves.
The best uses to which surplus wealth can be put
have already been indicated. Those who would administer
wisely must, indeed, be wise; for one of the serious ob
stacles to the improvement of our race is indiscriminate
charity. It were better for mankind that the millions of
the rich were thrown into the sea than so spent as to en
courage the slothful, the drunken, the unworthy. Of
every thousand dollars spent in so-called charity to-day,
it is probable that nine hundred and fifty dollars is un
wisely spent — so spent, indeed, as to produce the very
evils which it hopes to mitigate or cure. A well-known
writer of philosophic books admitted the other day that
he had given a quarter of a dollar to a man who approached
him as he was coming to visit the house of his friend.
He knew nothing of the habits of this beggar, knew not
the use that would be made of this money, although he had
every reason to suspect that it would be spent improperly.
This man professed to be a disciple of Herbert Spencer;
yet the quarter-dollar given that night will probably work
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more injury than all the money will do good which its
thoughtless donor will ever be able to give in true
charity. He only gratified his own feelings, saved
himself from annoyance — and this was probably one of
the most selfish and very worst actions of his life,
for in all respects he is most worthy.
In bestowing charity, the main consideration should
be to^^p tKoHF^wMTwIll^
to pfovTde"
part of the means by which those who desire Itb im^^^
may do
to give those who"desire to rise the aids by
l»nBXcK""t1iey may rise; to assist, but rarely or never to do
all. Neither the individual nor the race is improved by
almsgiving. Those worthy of assistance, except in rare
cases5 seldom require assistance. The really valuable
men of the race never do, except in case of accident or
sudden change. Every one has„ of course, cases of indi
viduals brought to his own knowledge where temporary
assistance can do genuine good, and these he will not
overlook. But the amount which can be wisely given by
the individual for individuals is necessarily limited by
his lack of knowledge of the circumstances connected with
each. g[e is the only true refQrmer_„who.-ia-.,as.. rarefniX-and
as anxious npt,.t,Q- aid.,
as he is to aid the
^r'thy, and, perhaps,
so ^ for.In .almsgiving
more injury ^
jdon£„J3y rewarding vice than, by
relieving virtuQ.,
The rich man is thus almost restricted to following
the examples of Peter Cooper, Enoch Pratt of Baltimore,
Mr. Pratt of Brooklyn, Senator Stanford^ and others, who
know that the best means of benefiting the community is
to place within its reach the ladders upon which the
aspiring can rise — free libraries, parks, and means of
recreation, by which men are helped in body and mind;
works of art, certain to give pleasure and improve the
public taste; and public institutions of various kinds,
which will improve the general condition of the people;
in this manner returning their surplus wealth to the mass
of their fellows in the forms best calculated to do them
lasting good.
Thus TH the problem of rich and poor to be solved.
hn
tlnf'
distribution,
Individualism will continue. but the
ttiiTIionaire will be but a trustee for the pQora intrust^
for a season witn"a great part of the incre'asHd"wealth of
the community, but administering it for the community far
better than it could or would have done for itself. The
best minds will thus have reached a stage in the develop
ment of the race in which it is clearly seen that there is
no mode of disposing of surplus wealth creditable to
thoughtful and earnest men into whose hands it flows,
save by using it year by year for the general good. This
day already dawns. Men may die without incurring the
pity of^heir fellows, still sharers in great business
enterprises from which their capital cannot be or has not
been withdrawn, and which is left chiefly at death for
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public uses; yet the day is not far distant when the man
who dies leaving behind him millions of available wealth,
which was free for him to administer during life, will
pass away "unwept, unhonored, and unsung," no matter to
what uses he leaves the dross which he cannot take with;
him. Of such as these the public verdict will then be:
"The man who dies thus rich dies disgraced."
Such, in my opinion, is the true gospel concerning
wealth, obedience to which is destined some day to solve
the problem of the rich and the poor, and to bring "Peace
on earth, among men good will."...
...let us endeavor to present some_oX~thB-Jbeat™Juses
to which a millionaire can devote tJae" surplus of which he
sh^uiar^regard himself as only the tx:ustee^
^ CjTfstn St^
apart by itself there is the iounding
.af--A-.xinxversity by men enormously rich, such men as must
necessarily be few in any country.... Here is a noble
use of wealth.... It is reserved for very few to found
universities, and, indeed, the use for many, or perhaps
any, new universities does not exist. More good is
henceforth to be accomplished by adding to and extending
those in existence. But in this department a wide field
remains for the millionaire as distinguished from the
Croesus among millionaires.
Second! The result of my own study of the question,
WhatTs the best gift which can be given to a community?
is that a free library occupies the first place, provided
sjitutiparr as much a part of the city property as its
puMiC-» and, indeed, an adjunct to these....
vXhir^ We have another most important department in
which great siuns can be worthily used •— the founding or
extension of hospjJials. medical colleges. laboI^atorie^s^,
S.nd other ilasTTtutions connected with the alleviation of
human sufferi
espeH^ally"with the prevention r^tlier
tTia:0^^
cure of human ills....
CI Fourth. In the very front rank of benefactions public
park^ should be placed, always provided that the community
xirKtertakes to maintain, beautify and preserve them inviolateir-r-^.
<l^Fifthi. We have another good use for surplus wealth
in providing our cities with halls siiitabl e ^jFpr meetings
of arr_kinds, ^nd "for concerts of elivating-jmiuilc....
^S^ixt^. In another respect we are still much behind
EuropeT^ A form of beneficence which is not uncommon there
is pr^vidJ"!? s^^^HMfting-baths for the people. The donors
of "tEese h^e been wise enough to require the city bene
fited to maintain them at its own expense, and as proof
of the contention that everything should never'be done for
any one or for any community, but that the recipients,
should invariably be called upon tO-dQ-_a part, it is sig'nificant "thaT~rt-'i:K-~:fotratr'*e~ssential for the popular suc
cess of these healthful establishments to exact a nominal
charge for their use....
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yeulax. Churches as fields for the use of surplus
w^lth liave PurpQsely been reserved until
cratiSST-these being sectarian, ^^verv man will BF^'ggvgTnid
in his action in regard J^o theffl ,|?y hXs 03^a'tTacMfiST
tMreiofg-^ifts to churches. 31 mav be said, are npt.^ in
one sense, gifts to thg rnm^fiTf^Q+ io-K-pr^^
-j-n
dial cTasses. Nevertheless, every millionaire may know
of a district where the little cheap, uncomfortable, and
altogether unworthy wooden structure stands at the cross
roads, in which the whole neighborhood gathers on Sunday,
and which, independently of the form of the doctrines
taught, is the center of social life and source of neigh
borly feeling.... But having given the building, the
dnnpr shnylt;! stnp thp>rf>rthe support of'Tfi^church should
be upon its own peopla. There is not much""genuine re
ligion in the congregation or much good to come from the
church which is not supported at home.
Many other avenues for the wise expenditure of surplus
wealth might be indicated. I enumerate but a few — a
very few — of the many fields which are open, and only
those in which great or considerable sums can be judi
ciously used....
The gositBX^of wealth butL--echoea---6te'4gt-ls---wr>rrisj
it
calls^,u£pjnL,.±ha.jai 11ionaire
s.elX~.aIl _that he.Jmth-ajid,
give it in-the higKest and ,heat~i:orm...^to
ppor by adminis t ering his „estilte himseIf..Jor-1he--good- of his' feriow^ ^
bMbxe he is cal 1 edjapon.-tj&.„lla.jiQwn_.and„rest,.wpi3ai.-thfi.
osom of JjloJE^
. So doing, he will approach his
end no longer the ignoble hoarder of useless millions;
poor, very poor indeed, in money, but rich, very rich,
twenty times a millionaire still, in the affection,
gratitude, and admiration of his fellow-men, and —
sweeter far — soothed and sustained by the still, small
/ voijLB_45dJ;Mji, which, wTBTspeiirhg, tells him thaT7~Becaus^
TTThas lived, perhaps one small part of the great world
\has been bettered just a little. This much is sure:
asa.iJi&t-^\l£h riches as theae_jiQ.J3ar will be found at-the
gates of Paradise. *

* Andrew Carnegie, "The Gospel of Wealth," in The Gospel of
Wealth And Other Essays (New York: The CenturjTTompany, TFOO),
pp. 1^19, 24-41, 43-44. This essay appeared originally in 1889
in the North American Review.

